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OMEGA

A program to detect and quantify wobble

Robert Gaskell, PSI



Vkʹ′ = Vkcos(a) + (axVk) sin(a)/a + a(a•Vk)(1-cos(a))/a2

If Vk is the inertial space vector to a point  Pk on the
surface at time t=0, then the vector at time t is:

OMEGA:  Determination of Angular Velocity

where a =  wt with angular velocity w.  The goal of this
work is to identify many common points in two images
close together in time, and to solve for a and the vectors Vk

time = 0     time = t



If the inertial space camera axes are Cx, Cy, Cz and a point P on an image at
time t=0 maps to a gnomonic focal plane position x, y then the unit vector U to
the point is proportional to xCx+yCy+ fCz where f is the focal length.  The vector
from the body center to surface point Pk must have the form Vk = DkU - V0. In
OMEGA, we make the substitution Dk = V0•U - Hk.
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The Geometry



The gnomonic (pin hole) projection of a vector in the second image (time = t) is
(x,y) where x = fz1/z3and y = fz2/z3 with

zi = Ciʹ′•V0 + Ciʹ′•Vʹ′ =

Ciʹ′•V0+Ciʹ′•Vcos(a)+Ciʹ′•(axV)sin(a)/a+(Ciʹ′•a)(a•V)(1-cos(a))/a2

Where Ciʹ′ are the inertial space camera axes at time t. The gnomonic
projection is translated into image coordinates first by applying the appropriate
distortion and then by the action of the K-matrix.  The solution for the a and Hk
minimizes the sum square residuals between the predicted image space
positions Pk and the measured positions.   In order to construct partials for the
solution, the triple product in the equation above is written as V•(Ciʹ′xa) when H
partials are wanted and a•(VxCiʹ′) for a partials.  In case the images are not
properly registered, we also add an image-space offset (Δp, Δl) to the
predicted Pk at time = t, and a fractional shift in scale Δs in case there is an
error in range.

The Setup



OMEGA first asks for the names of two close images, ideally with 10 to 15
degrees of rotation.  It creates viewable picture files TEMPFLE0.pgm and
TEMPFILE1.pgm.

Use nominals? (y/n):  After the SUMFILES have been created, we will have
registered the images, correcting the original pointing information.  In order to
see whether this has affected the solution, we can revert to the original
pointing by chosing the ‘y’ option.

The program then asks for the maximum diameter of the body, either in pixels
from TEMPFILE0.pgm or in km if it is known.

Input previous solution? (y/n)  If previous work has been done you can enter a
nominal w (OMEGA) here.

The program then asks for landmarks occurring in both images. There should
be at least six common landmarks.  There are two options:

A. Input common landmarks by hand
 B. Get common landmarks from SUMFILES

Running OMEGA …



The initial .pck file may or may not have anything to do with the body’s actual
orientation (e.g. Hyperion).  It does not matter that the SUMFILES were
created in a body-fixed format using this .pck since OMEGA uses the same file
to transform back to inertial space.

If the initial .pck file is not too bad, we can use LITHOS to create landmarks
and to determine their pixel space positions in both images.  This is the
recommended way.

If we know nothing about the body’s rotation, we can identify common
landmarks in two nearby images.  OMEGA performs a correlation to better
align them.

Iterate? (y/n) - Yes.  Iterate a ton, or at least until the displayed solution settles
down.  The display includes the vector a, image-space offset and magnitudes
of common landmark vectors.

… Running OMEGA …



… Running OMEGA

Iterate? (y/n) - No.  Are we there yet?  No.  You’ll get a listing of px/ln
residuals, w, time baseline ET1-ET0 and RA, DEC and rotation rate.  And then
…

Return to iteration? (y/n).  ‘y’ sends you back for more.  ‘n’ gives:

Fix rotation rate? (y/n).  The rotation rate from years or even days of
observation should be more reliable than that from a few thousand seconds.
So choose ‘y’.  This will put you back into iteration.  When you get back here
and choose ‘n’, you’ll be done.

The program produces the file PICNM0_ROT.TXT that summarizes the
results.  If the common points were gotten from landmarks in the SUMFILES
then additional information about the landmark vectors and the orientation of
the body-fixed frame is given.  An example is given below (but more
information is now presented than when that slide was made).



ROSETTA images on 2 and 3 August 2014 and OSIRIS-Rex on
7 Nov 2018 provide rotation movies with 10 degree spacing and ~400 pixel
image sizes.  How well will we do?

Here is Mimas separated by about 10 degrees and 400 pixels across.  About
100 landmarks were used.

Testing OMEGA



PICNM0_ROT.TXT
The output file from this test looks like:

Omega is about 1.4 degrees from the true pole.  This will be a good
first guess for the pole on approach.  When unregistered data was
used the w result was the same but there was a px/ln shift of (2,13).

Landmark
vectors

Omega:  First guess at pole

Inertial to body-fixed RA/DEC/TW
from landmark vectors

Entries in SUMFILE for
new body-fixed frame

Number of
landmarks



Wobble
For small perturbations υ from principal axis rotation the solution to
second order in υ for angular velocity in the body-fixed frame is:

w = υI3cos(λt+δ)/√I1(I3-I1) x + υI3sin(λt+δ)/√I2(I3-I2) y
    + (ω + υ2I3(I2-I1)cos(2λt+2δ)/[4ω(I3-I1)(I3-I2)] z

where λ2 = ω2(I3-I1)(I3-I2)/I1I2 and the angular momentum L=I⋅w is

L = υI1I3cos(λt+δ)/√I1(I3-I1) x + υI2I3sin(λt+δ)/√I2(I3-I2) y
    + (ωI3 + υ2I32(I2-I1)cos(2λt+2δ)/[4ω(I3-I1)(I3-I2)] z

In inertial space, of course L is a constant, as is the rotational energy T.
There are three scalar quantities we can make from these, that have the
same value in any reference frame.  The first two are time independent
“constants of the motion”:

2T =  w⋅L =  ω2I3 + υ2I32/2(I3-I1) + υ2I32/2(I3-I2)

L2  = L⋅L =  ω2I32 + υ2 I1I32/2(I3-I1) + υ2 I2I32/2(I3-I2)



Wobble
It is gratifying that, after all the algebra, the time dependence really does
cancel out!  The third scalar w2 is not so fortunate:

w2 = w⋅w = ω2 + υ2 I32/2I1(I3-I1) + υ2 I32/2I2(I3-I2)
         + υ2I3(I2-I1 )/2I1I2 cos(2λt+2δ)

so the magnitude of w varies with time.  The angle θ between w and the
fixed direction of L in inertial space also varies with time:

cos θ = w⋅L/wL
= 1 - (υ2 /4ω2)[(I3/I1-1) + (I3/I2-1) - (I3/I1- I3/I2 ) cos(2λt+2δ)]

For the latest BENNU radar model, the principal moments per unit mass are:

 I1 = 0.0233 I2 = 0.0242 I3 =  0.0261

The wobble frequency is λ = .0972ω (period ~ 1.8 days) and if the maximum
deviation of w from the z-axis is .25 radians (~15º) then the average angle
between L and w is 1.17º .



Bennu Wobble Strategies
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From the rotation movie of 7 Nov 2018 we solve for initial w for the first few
images and use their average to define an initial .pck file.  We then use all the
images to obtain a set of landmarks and re-determine w and orientation (x) of
the body-fixed frame for each image.  Even with a 15º wobble, w will remain
pretty nearly fixed in inertial space, but it will move about 10º in body-fixed
space over one rotation period.  Followed further, our “pole” p of the body-fixed
frame would spiral out, completing one orbit/ revolution, and then spiral in
again, with the maximum separation from w

of about 30º, merging again with w after
one wobble period of ~ 1.8 days.



Bennu Wobble Strategies
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The orientations (x) of the body-fixed frame for each image were for a frame
defined by the body’s orientation at a single time (p).  If the x’s remain
clustered with w, we have principal axis rotation.  We can use program POLE
to get a precise solution. If we have the spiral, we will want to rotate the body-
fixed frame, moving the “pole” from p to z.  The orientations will now orbit w (or
L) with a period of 4.2 hours and a radius between 12.6º and 15º.

Once  all parameters have been fit, our
solutions for Euler’s equations can be
integrated to provide a predictive capability.



The New OMEGA

OMEGA is currently undergoing some modifications and simplifications.  A
new file IFRAME.TXT will be produced when make_sumfiles is run that has all
relevant nominal values (V0, Cx, Cy, Cz, Sz) in inertial space.  This will be the
new standard input to OMEGA.  The subroutine IPL2RDT already reads this
file.  It determines body-fixed orientation in inertial space for an image from a
set of landmarks fixed on the body.

Stay tuned.


